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Far, far away, Where sun-beams play, On desert's
burning sands. To his dismay he met one
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day, A maid-en sweet and so pe-tite, He said "You'll make my life complete."

CHORUS Fox Trot Tempo

In a cov-ered wag-on with you,

We will bid this old world a-dieu,
When the evening

shad-ows are creep-ing,
And the love-light in your

Covered Wagon 3
eyes is peep-ing, sneaking peck-ing, In our little rolling home.

Just you and me a lone, And we'll

pray just me and you, There'll be three in stead of two In a covered

wagon with you.
THE DIFFERENT KIND OF A BALLAD FOX TROT

YOU BROUGHT ME
SUNSHINE AND YOU BROUGHT ME RAIN
By NED NORWORTH

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK!
A California Number
"POPPIES"
BLUE AND HOT
It's So Hot We Printed It on Asbestos
By NED NORWORTH and CARL LIPMAN

"ROSE WATER"
"WHICH HAZEL'S SISTER"
Written Especially for Hospitals. Patients hear this Hilarious Song and get well over Night.
By NED NORWORTH and KENNETH NICHOLS

THIS LINGERING SYMPHONIC FOX TROT
"WHY"
Is The Classic of Popular Music
By CARL LIPMAN and NED NORWORTH

THE PRODUCTION TYPE WALTZ
AN OLD FASHIONED SHAWL
A Melody That Will Live Forever and a Lyric Value of Sentiment and Soul
By KENNETH NICHOLS and NED NORWORTH
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